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After moshing through Girls Love Breakcore (2007) with Rotator 
and Otto Von Schirach, and dancing though the techno Disko 
Donkey (2006) nights with Ellen Allien, Mochipet is back with an 
army of MCs, hell bent on bringing the Hip-Hop genre to whole 
new levels creativity. “Microphonepet” is a collection of Mochi-
Beats (2003-2008) matched with notable MCs such as: Casual & 
Opio of Hieroglyphics, Raashan of Crown City Rockers, Mykah9 of 
Freestyle Fellowship, Dopestyle of Kutmaster Kurt, RQM of Al 
Haca, Jahcoozi, 215TFK, and Kutti MC to combine elements of 
Glitch, Dubstep, Jazz, Funk, Afrobeat, and Computer Rock to bring 
you something entirely different. The results will have Club Kids 
rocking out to Miles Davis and Backpackers picking up Roland 
TB-303s. This is Hybrid-Hip-Hop on Platypus Party Acid Baby!

RQM
There are things in this world that are 
hard to define because they are liquid 
or like particles in quantum physics 
they change their position the moment 
you think you got them on lock – that’s 
the nature of the crew known as Al 
Haca.10 years ago Al Haca were a 
soundsystem collective that played 
everything from Dub, Punk through the 
various shades of Electronica around 
Germany.

Raashan
(Crown City Rockers)
Know as the MC/front man of Oakland’s all 
live Hip-Hop group Crown City Rockers, 
Raashan Ahmad is Emcee traditional and 
experimental in every sense. Equally versed 
in Beat Street and Moontribe Desert Raves, 
Raashan is a freestyling, beatboxing, 
glowsticking, dance-party machine. Check 
out “Ride On” featuring Raashan and Mike 
Boo on Microphonepet, an instant 2008 
Summer (with the top down) Cruz Classic!

215 The 
 Freshest Kids
Hailing from GODUMBVILLE, CA & 
ATX, 215 The Freshest Kids have been 
all over the country and the music 
board. Know for their crazy Myspace 
hijacking, the Kids have working their 
Whimsical Club Rap with everyone 
from Chris De Luca & Phon.o, Dnae 
Beats, Robot Koch, to White Girl Lust. 
Check out their Club Hop Anthems 
“Vnecks” and “Rambunktion” 
dedicated to getting hyphy with 
official American Apparel action.

Eriksolo& oonceoonce
(Tigerbeat6/Plug
Research/RCRD LBL)

(Al Haca Soundsystem)

Eriksolo is one half of the eclectic 
hip-hop group Meanest Man 
Contest and has released music 
through labels like Plug Research, 
Sneakmove, Gold Robot, and RCRD 
LBL. oonceoonce is the label 
manager for Tigerbeat6 and is a DJ, 
artist, youth media instructor, and 
event promoter.

Jahcoozi
(Kitty-Yo/Asound)
Hailing from the Berlin club scene, JAHCOOZI is a 
bass heavy trio consisting of Londonborn Sri Lankan 
front woman Sasha Perera, and producers / multi 
instrumentalists: Robot Koch, the hardcore Berliner, 
and Israeli born Oren Gerlitz. Since the release of 
their debut album “Pure Breed Mongrel” in 2005, 
JAHCOOZI have built up a fanbase worldwide. 
Appointed Artist of the Month on NYC’s MTV Desi, 
and loved from Dance Freaks all over the world for 
their Black Barbie Remix by Modeselektor, Jahcoozi 
is unstoppable! Check out Mochi’s Dancehall 
-Glitch-Garage-Tech-Step banger with Sasha on this 
release.

Casual
(Hieroglyphics Oakland)
When it comes to battling, there aren't 
many cats out there that can touch 
Casual, the Hieroglyphics' executioner. 
Hailing from Oakland’s Hieroglyphics 
family (Del tha Funkee Homosapien 
and Souls of Mischief ), Casual 
combines clever punch lines with a 
hypnotizingly rhythmic cadence. 
Always raw and edgy, and never what 
you expect. Source Magazine named 
“Hiero’s Third Eye Vision” one of the 
best independent releases of 1997.

Dopestyle
(KutMasterKurt)

Chester Smith aka Dopestyle has been 
freakin in the underground Hip-Hop 
scene ever since the days of Kool Keith. 
Best know for his work with Kut Master 
Kurt on Dopestyle1231, Dopestyle has 
worked prolifically for years on a 
variety of projects with a number of 
diverse musicians in the SF Bay area 
ranging from freaky electronics, 
down-tempo, to straight up 
performance art. "Dopestyle knows 
how to tell a twisted tale…lo-fi tech 
dirty vibes…" - Toph One / XLR8R


